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Forged in Crisis
Rudra Chaudhuri's book examines a series of crises that led to far-reaching
changes in India's approach to the United States, defining the contours of what is
arguably the imperative relationship between America and the global South.
Forged in Crisis provides a fresh interpretation of India's advance in foreign affairs
under the stewardship of Prime Ministers Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, and finally, Manmohan Singh. It reveals the complex and
distinctive manner in which India sought to pursue at once material interests and
ideas, while meticulously challenging the shakier and largely untested reading of
'non-alignment' palpable in most works on Indian foreign policy and international
relations. From the Korean War in 1950 to the considered debate within India on
sending troops to Iraq in 2003, and from the loss of territory to China and the
subsequent talks on Kashmir with Pakistan in 1962-63 to the signing of a civil
nuclear agreement with Washington in 2008, Chaudhuri maps Indian negotiating
styles and behaviour and how these shaped and informed decisions vital to its
strategic interest, in turn redefining its relationship with the United States.

Forged in Crisis
A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER “Five gritty leaders whose extraordinary
passion and perseverance changed history…a gripping read on a timeless and
timely topic” —Angela Duckworth, #1 bestselling author of Grit An enthralling
historical narrative filled with critical leadership insights, Forged in Crisis, by
celebrated Harvard Business School historian Nancy Koehn, spotlights five masters
of crisis: polar explorer Ernest Shackleton; President Abraham Lincoln; legendary
abolitionist Frederick Douglass; Nazi-resisting clergyman Dietrich Bonhoeffer; and
environmental crusader Rachel Carson. What do such disparate figures have in
common? Why do their extraordinary stories continue to amaze and inspire? In
delivering the answers to those questions, Nancy Koehn offers a remarkable
template by which to judge those in our own time to whom the public has given its
trust. She begins each of the book’s five sections by showing her protagonist on
the precipice of a great crisis: Shackleton marooned on an Antarctic ice floe;
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Lincoln on the verge of seeing the Union collapse; escaped slave Douglass facing
possible capture; Bonhoeffer agonizing over how to counter absolute evil with
faith; Carson racing against the cancer ravaging her in a bid to save the planet.
The narrative then reaches back to each person’s childhood and shows the
individual growing—step by step—into the person he or she will ultimately become.
Significantly, as we follow each leader’s against-all-odds journey, we begin to glean
an essential truth: leaders are not born but made. In a book dense with epiphanies,
the most galvanizing one may be that the power to lead courageously resides in
each of us. Whether it’s read as a repository of great insight or as exceptionally
rendered human drama, Forged in Crisis stands as a towering achievement.

The Great Paleolithic War
'[I]n a larger sense, we can not dedicate-we can not consecrate-we can not hallowthis ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have
consecrated it, far above our power to add or detract.' - President Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln and the Second American Revolution
Following the discovery in Europe in the late 1850s that humanity had roots
predating known history and reaching deep into the Pleistocene era, scientists
wondered whether North American prehistory might be just as ancient. And why
not? The geological strata seemed exactly analogous between America and
Europe, which would lead one to believe that North American humanity ought to be
as old as the European variety. This idea set off an eager race for evidence of the
people who might have occupied North America during the Ice Age—a long, and,
as it turned out, bitter and controversial search. In The Great Paleolithic War, David
J. Meltzer tells the story of a scientific quest that set off one of the longest-running
feuds in the history of American anthropology, one so vicious at times that
anthropologists were deliberately frightened away from investigating potential
sites. Through his book, we come to understand how and why this controversy
developed and stubbornly persisted for as long as it did; and how, in the process, it
revolutionized American archaeology.

The Founders and Finance
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian McPherson offers a masterful portrait of the
bloodiest single day in American history, the Battle of Antietam, fought on
September 17, 1862.

Orcs
Peace, many would agree, is a goal that democratic nations should strive to
achieve. But is democracy, in fact, dependent on war to survive? Having spent
their celebrated careers exploring this provocative question, John Ferejohn and
Frances McCall Rosenbluth trace the surprising ways in which governments have
mobilized armies since antiquity, discovering that our modern form of democracy
not only evolved in a brutally competitive environment but also quickly
disintegrated when the powerful elite no longer needed their citizenry to defend
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against existential threats. Bringing to vivid life the major battles that shaped our
current political landscape, the authors begin with the fierce warrior states of
Athens and the Roman Republic. While these experiments in “mixed government”
would serve as a basis for the bargain between politics and protection at the heart
of modern democracy, Ferejohn and Rosenbluth brilliantly chronicle the
generations of bloodshed that it would take for the world’s dominant states to
hand over power to the people. In fact, for over a thousand years, even as
medieval empires gave way to feudal Europe, the king still ruled. Not even the
advancements of gunpowder—which decisively tipped the balance away from the
cavalry-dominated militaries and in favor of mass armies—could threaten the reign
of monarchs and “landed elites” of yore. The incredibly wealthy, however, were not
well equipped to handle the massive labor classes produced by industrialization. As
we learn, the Napoleonic Wars stoked genuine, bottom-up nationalism and pulled
splintered societies back together as “commoners” stepped up to fight for their
freedom. Soon after, Hitler and Stalin perfectly illustrated the military limitations of
dictatorships, a style of governance that might be effective for mobilizing an army
but not for winning a world war. This was a lesson quickly heeded by the American
military, who would begin to reinforce their ranks with minorities in exchange for
greater civil liberties at home. Like Francis Fukuyama and Jared Diamond’s most
acclaimed works, Forged Through Fire concludes in the modern world, where the
“tug of war” between the powerful and the powerless continues to play out in
profound ways. Indeed, in the covert battlefields of today, drones have begun to
erode the need for manpower, giving politicians even less incentive than before to
listen to the demands of their constituency. With American democracy’s flanks now
exposed, this urgent examination explores the conditions under which war has
promoted one of the most cherished human inventions: a government of the
people, by the people, for the people. The result promises to become one of the
most important history books to emerge in our time.

Blood and Daring
In May 2009, the Sri Lankan army overwhelmed the last stronghold of the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam—better known as the Tamil Tigers—officially
bringing an end to nearly three decades of civil war. Although the war has ended,
the place of minorities in Sri Lanka remains uncertain, not least because the
lengthy conflict drove entire populations from their homes. The figures are jarring:
for example, all of the roughly 80,000 Muslims in northern Sri Lanka were expelled
from the Tamil Tiger-controlled north, and nearly half of all Sri Lankan Tamils were
displaced during the course of the civil war. Sharika Thiranagama's In My Mother's
House provides ethnographic insight into two important groups of internally
displaced people: northern Sri Lankan Tamils and Sri Lankan Muslims. Through
detailed engagement with ordinary people struggling to find a home in the world,
Thiranagama explores the dynamics within and between these two minority
communities, describing how these relations were reshaped by violence,
displacement, and authoritarianism. In doing so, she illuminates an often
overlooked intraminority relationship and new social forms created through
protracted war. In My Mother's House revolves around three major themes: ideas
of home in the midst of profound displacement; transformations of familial
experience; and the impact of the political violence—carried out by both the Tamil
Tigers and the Sri Lankan state—on ordinary lives and public speech. Her rare
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focus on the effects and responses to LTTE political regulation and violence
demonstrates that envisioning a peaceful future for post-conflict Sri Lanka requires
taking stock of the new Tamil and Muslim identities forged by the civil war. These
identities cannot simply be cast away with the end of the war but must be
negotiated anew.

Croatia
World War II created the union between Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill,
molding it from start to finish, while the partnership itself shaped many of the most
significant moments of the war and the peace that followed. Their connection was
truly forged in war. Roosevelt and Churchill continue to fascinate both the World
War II generation and those who have grown up in the world formed by that
struggle. Here is an inside look at their relationship and the politics, strategy, and
diplomacy of the British-American alliance. Warren F. Kimball's lively analysis of
these larger-than-life figures shows how they were at the same time realists and
idealists, consistent and inconsistent, calculating and impulsive. The result is an
unforgettable narrative.

Lincoln's Last Speech
In 1776 the U.S. owed huge sums to foreign creditors and its own citizens but,
lacking the power to tax, had no means to repay them. This is the first book to tell
the story of how foreign-born financial specialists—the immigrant founders
Hamilton and Gallatin—solved the fiscal crisis and set the nation on a path to longterm economic prosperity.

Bound by War
"In The Long Shadow of War, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian James M. McPherson
considers why the Civil War retains such a hold on our national psyche and
identity. Though the drama and tragedy of the subject, from the war's scope and
size--an estimated death toll of 750,000, far more than all the rest of the country's
wars combined--to the nearly mythical individuals involved--Abraham Lincoln,
Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson--help explain why the Civil War remains so
popular among historians, it does not entirely explain why the war still matters to
us today. Through twelve essays, McPherson dissects this question, exploring the
war's impact across many dimensions of American life. The essays consider
variously the war's causes and consequences; the morality and cost of the war in
comparative context; the naval war; slavery and its abolition; and Abraham Lincoln
as emancipator, political leader, and commander in chief, among many other
topics. Ultimately, McPherson illuminates the impossibility of understanding the
issues of our own time unless we first understand their roots in the era of the Civil
War: slavery and its abolition; the conflict between the North and South; the
struggle between state sovereignty and the federal government; the role of
government in social change-these issues, McPherson shows, are as salient and
controversial today as they were in the 1860s. Thoughtful, provocative, and
authoritative, The Long Shadow of War looks anew at the reasons America's civil
war has remained a subject of intense interest for the past century and a half, and
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affirms the enduring relevance of the conflict for America today"--

Civil War Places
The dramatic, untold story of how the American Army was mobilized from
scattered outposts two years before Pearl Harbor into the disciplined and mobile
fighting force that helped win World War II In September 1939, when Nazi Germany
invaded Poland and initiated World War II, a strong strain of isolationism existed in
Congress and across the country. The U.S. Army stood at fewer than 200,000
men—unprepared to defend the country, much less carry the fight to Europe and
the Far East. And yet, less than a year after Pearl Harbor, the American army led
the Allied invasion of North Africa, beginning the campaign that would defeat
Germany, and the Navy and Marines were fully engaged with Japan in the Pacific.
The story of America’s astounding industrial mobilization during World War II has
been told. But what has never been chronicled before Paul Dickson’s The Rise of
the G. I. Army, 1940-1941 is the extraordinary transformation of America’s military
from a disparate collection of camps with dilapidated equipment into a well-trained
and spirited army ten times its prior size in little more than eighteen months. From
Franklin Roosevelt’s selection of George C. Marshall to be Army Chief of Staff to the
remarkable peace-time draft of 1940 and the massive and unprecedented mock
battles in Tennessee, Louisiana, and the Carolinas by which the skill and spirit of
the Army were forged and out of which iconic leaders like Eisenhower, Bradley, and
Clark emerged; Dickson narrates America’s urgent mobilization against a backdrop
of political and cultural isolationist resistance and racial tension at home, and the
increasingly perceived threat of attack from both Germany and Japan. An
important addition to American history, The Rise of the G. I. Army, 1940-1941 is
essential to our understanding of America’s involvement in World War II.

1812
James McPherson has emerged as one of America's finest historians. Battle Cry of
Freedom, his Pulitzer Prize-winning account of the Civil War, was a national
bestseller that Hugh Brogan, in The New York Times Book Review, called "history
writing of the highest order." In that volume, McPherson gathered in the broad
sweep of events, the political, social, and cultural forces at work during the Civil
War era. Now, in Abraham Lincoln and the Second American Revolution, he offers a
series of thoughtful and engaging essays on aspects of Lincoln and the war that
have rarely been discussed in depth. McPherson again displays his keen insight
and sterling prose as he examines several critical themes in American history. He
looks closely at the President's role as Commander-in-Chief of the Union forces,
showing how Lincoln forged a national military strategy for victory. He explores the
importance of Lincoln's great rhetorical skills, uncovering how--through parables
and figurative language--he was uniquely able to communicate both the purpose of
the war and a new meaning of liberty to the people of the North. In another
section, McPherson examines the Civil War as a Second American Revolution,
describing how the Republican Congress elected in 1860 passed an astonishing
blitz of new laws (rivaling the first hundred days of the New Deal), and how the war
not only destroyed the social structure of the old South, but radically altered the
balance of power in America, ending 70 years of Southern power in the national
government. The Civil War was the single most transforming and defining
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experience in American history, and Abraham Lincoln remains the most important
figure in the pantheon of our mythology. These graceful essays, written by one of
America's leading historians, offer fresh and unusual perspectives on both.

Forged in Battle
"Look at me. Look at the Orc." "There is fear and hatred in your eyes. To you I am a
monster, a skulker in the shadows, a fiend to scare your children with. A creature
to be hunted down and slaughtered like a beast in the fields. It is time you pay
heed to the beast. And see the beast in yourself. I have your fear. But I have
earned your respect. Hear my story. Feel the flow of blood and be thankful.
Thankful that it was me, not you, who bore the sword. Thankful to the orcs; born to
fight, destined to win peace for all." This book will change the way you feel about
Orcs forever.

Crossroads of Freedom
What did Abraham Lincoln envision when he talked about "reconstruction?"
Assassinated in 1865, the president did not have a chance to begin the work of
reconciling the North and South, nor to oversee Reconstruction as an official
postwar strategy. Yet his final speech, given to thousands gathered in the rain
outside the White House on April 11, 1865, gives a clear indication of what
Lincoln's postwar policy might have looked like-one that differed starkly from what
would emerge in the tumultuous decade that followed. In Lincoln's Last Speech,
renowned historian and author Louis P. Masur offers insight into this critical
address and its vision of a reconstructed United States. Coming two days after
Robert E. Lee's surrender at Appomattox and a week after the fall of Richmond,
Lincoln's speech was expected to be a victory oration. Instead, he looked to the
future, discussing how best to restore the seceded states to the national
government, and even endorsing limited black suffrage. Delving into the language
and arguments of Lincoln's last address, Masur traces the theme of reconstruction
as it developed throughout his presidency, starting with the very earliest days of
the war. Masur illuminates the evolution of Lincoln's thinking and the national
debate around reconstruction, touching on key moments such as the Proclamation
of Amnesty and Reconstruction on December 8, 1863, and Lincoln's pocket veto of
the Wade-Davis bill in July 1864. He also examines social reconstruction, including
the plight of freedmen and the debate over the place of blacks in society; and
considers the implications of Lincoln's speech after April 1865, when Andrew
Johnson assumed office and the ground was laid for the most radical phases of the
postwar policy. A nuanced study of Lincoln's views on national reconciliation, this
work gives us a better understanding of the failures that occurred with postwar
Reconstruction and the eventual path that brought the country to reunion.

A Nation Forged by Crisis
In Forged By War, Australian veterans and their families reveal the experience of
combat and how it has changed their lives. These stark first-hand accounts
describe the reality of military action and its personal consequences in every major
conflict and peacemaking mission since World War II, including the invasion of Iraq.
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Sometimes the reader is in lockstep with a soldier on patrol, watching as a land
mine explodes, or a local militiaman points an AKandndash;47 at Australian
peacemakers. Other times, the reader is inside a returned veteran's head, feeling
their superfluous adrenalin, their need to control their environment, even at home.
With accounts from Peter and Lynne Cosgrove, Graham Edwards, Frank Hunt (I
Was Only Nineteen), other veterans of Vietnam, Glenda Humes (daughter of Capt
Reginald Saunders), peacemakers and an SAS trooper, this compelling
investigation by Gina Lennox in underpinned by the question: where does family fit
in a soldier's life?

1812
When the Revolutionary War began, the odds of a united, continental effort to
resist the British seemed nearly impossible. Few on either side of the Atlantic
expected thirteen colonies to stick together in a war against their cultural cousins.
In this pathbreaking book, Robert Parkinson argues that to unify the patriot side,
political and communications leaders linked British tyranny to colonial prejudices,
stereotypes, and fears about insurrectionary slaves and violent Indians.
Manipulating newspaper networks, Washington, Jefferson, Adams, Franklin, and
their fellow agitators broadcast stories of British agents inciting African Americans
and Indians to take up arms against the American rebellion. Using rhetoric like
"domestic insurrectionists" and "merciless savages," the founding fathers rallied
the people around a common enemy and made racial prejudice a cornerstone of
the new Republic. In a fresh reading of the founding moment, Parkinson
demonstrates the dual projection of the "common cause." Patriots through both an
ideological appeal to popular rights and a wartime movement against a host of
British-recruited slaves and Indians forged a racialized, exclusionary model of
American citizenship.

Jefferson and Hamilton
World War II shaped the United States in profound ways, and this new book--the
first in the Legacies of War series--explores one of the most significant changes it
fostered: a dramatic increase in ethnic and religious tolerance. A Nation Forged in
War is the first full-length study of how large-scale mobilization during the Second
World War helped to dissolve long-standing differences among white soldiers of
widely divergent backgrounds. Never before or since have so many Americans
served in the armed forces at one time: more than 15 million donned uniforms in
the period from 1941 to 1945. Thomas Bruscino explores how these soldiers'
shared experiences--enduring basic training, living far from home, engaging in
combat--transformed their views of other ethnic groups and religious traditions. He
further examines how specific military policies and practices worked to counteract
old prejudices, and he makes a persuasive case that throwing together men of
different regions, ethnicities, religions, and classes not only fostered a greater
sense of tolerance but also forged a new American identity. When soldiers returned
home after the war with these new attitudes, they helped reorder what it meant to
be white in America. Using the presidential campaigns of Al Smith in 1928 and John
F. Kennedy in 1960 as bookend events, Bruscino notes a key change in religious
bias. Smith's defeat came at the end of a campaign rife with anti-Catholic
sentiment; Kennedy's victory some three decades later proved that such religious
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bigotry was no longer an insurmountable obstacle. Despite such advances,
Bruscino notes that the growing broad-mindedness produced by the war had limits:
it did not extend to African Americans, whose own struggle for equality would
dramatically mark the postwar decades. Extensively documented, A Nation Forged
in War is one of the few books on the social and cultural impact of the World War II
years. Scholars and students of military, ethnic, social, and religious history will be
fascinated by this groundbreaking new volume.

The Slaves' War
In building this narrative, Bodnar shows how the idealism of President Franklin
Roosevelt's Four Freedoms was lost in the public commemoration of World War II,
how the war's memory became intertwined in the larger discussion over American
national identity, and how it only came to be known as the "good warmany years
after its conclusion.

Forged by War
A group of warrior orcs try to fight their way free of the dominion of an evil human
enchantress. Original. 15,000 first printing.

The War that Forged a Nation
Although previously undervalued for their strategic impact because they
represented only a small percentage of total forces, the Union and Confederate
navies were crucial to the outcome of the Civil War. In War on the Waters, James
M. McPherson has crafted an enlightening, at times harrowing, and ultimately
thrilling account of the war's naval campaigns and their military leaders.
McPherson recounts how the Union navy's blockade of the Confederate coast,
leaky as a sieve in the war's early months, became increasingly effective as it
choked off vital imports and exports. Meanwhile, the Confederate navy, dwarfed by
its giant adversary, demonstrated daring and military innovation. Commerce
raiders sank Union ships and drove the American merchant marine from the high
seas. Southern ironclads sent several Union warships to the bottom, naval mines
sank many more, and the Confederates deployed the world's first submarine to
sink an enemy vessel. But in the end, it was the Union navy that won some of the
war's most important strategic victories--as an essential partner to the army on the
ground at Fort Donelson, Vicksburg, Port Hudson, Mobile Bay, and Fort Fisher, and
all by itself at Port Royal, Fort Henry, New Orleans, and Memphis.

The "Good War" in American Memory
A new, brash, and unexpected view of the president we thought we knew, from the
bestselling author of Astoria Two decades before he led America to independence,
George Washington was a flailing young soldier serving the British Empire in the
vast wilderness of the Ohio Valley. Naïve and self-absorbed, the twenty-two-yearold officer accidentally ignited the French and Indian War—a conflict that opened
colonists to the possibility of an American Revolution. With powerful narrative drive
and vivid writing, Young Washington recounts the wilderness trials, controversial
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battles, and emotional entanglements that transformed Washington from a
temperamental striver into a mature leader. Enduring terrifying summer storms
and subzero winters imparted resilience and self-reliance, helping prepare him for
what he would one day face at Valley Forge. Leading the Virginia troops into battle
taught him to set aside his own relentless ambitions and stand in solidarity with
those who looked to him for leadership. Negotiating military strategy with British
and colonial allies honed his diplomatic skills. And thwarted in his obsessive,
youthful love for one woman, he grew to cultivate deeper, enduring relationships.
By weaving together Washington’s harrowing wilderness adventures and a broader
historical context, Young Washington offers new insights into the dramatic years
that shaped the man who shaped a nation.

War on the Waters
From Tim Weiner, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award, an
urgent and gripping account of the 75-year battle between the US and Russia that
led to the election and impeachment of an American president. With vivid
storytelling and riveting insider accounts, Weiner traces the roots of political
warfare – the conflict America and Russia have waged with espionage, sabotage,
diplomacy and disinformation – from 1945 until 2020. America won the cold war,
but Russia is winning today. Vladimir Putin helped to put his chosen candidate in
the White House with a covert campaign that continues to this moment. Putin’s
Russia has revived Soviet-era intelligence operations gaining ever more potent
information from—and influence over—the American people and government. Yet
the US has put little power into its defense. This has put American democracy in
peril. Weiner takes us behind closed doors, illuminating Russian and American
intelligence operations and their consequences. To get to the heart of what is at
stake and find potential solutions, he examines long-running 20th century CIA
operations, the global political machinations of the Soviet KGB around the world,
the erosion of American political warfare after the Cold War, and how 21st century
Russia has kept the cold war alive. The Folly and the Glory is an urgent call to our
leaders and citizens to understand the nature of political warfare – and to change
course before it’s too late.

In My Mother's House
In June 1812 the still-infant United States had the audacity to declare war on the
British Empire. Fought between creaking sailing ships and armies often led by
bumbling generals, the ensuing conflict featured a tit-for-tat "You burned our
capital, so we'll burn yours" and a legendary battle unknowingly fought after the
signing of a peace treaty. During the course of the war, the young American navy
proved its mettle as the USS Constitution, "Old Ironsides," sent two first-rate British
frigates to the bottom, and a twenty-seven-year-old lieutenant named Oliver
Hazard Perry hoisted a flag exhorting, "Don't Give Up the Ship," and chased the
British from Lake Erie. By 1814, however, the United States was no longer fighting
for free trade, sailors' rights, and as much of Canada as it could grab, but for its
very existence as a nation. With Washington in flames, only a valiant defense at
Fort McHenry saved Baltimore from a similar fate. Here are the stories of
commanding generals such as America's Henry "Granny" Dearborn, double-dealing
James Wilkinson, and feisty Andrew Jackson, as well as Great Britain's gallant Sir
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Isaac Brock, overly cautious Sir George Prevost, and Rear Admiral George
Cockburn, the man who put the torch to Washington. Here too are those
inadvertently caught up in the war, from heroine farm wife Laura Secord, whom
some call Canada's Paul Revere, to country doctor William Beanes, whose capture
set the stage for Francis Scott Key to write "The Star-Spangled Banner." 1812: The
War That Forged a Nation presents a sweeping narrative that emphasizes the
struggle's importance to America's coming-of-age as a nation. Though frequently
overlooked between the American Revolution and the Civil War, the War of 1812
did indeed span half a continent -- from Mackinac Island to New Orleans, and Lake
Champlain to Horseshoe Bend -- and it paved the way for the conquest of the other
half. During the War of 1812, the United States cast aside its cloak of colonial
adolescence and -- with both humiliating and glorious moments -- found the fire
that was to forge a nation.

Embattled Rebel
In the Shenandoah Valley and Peninsula Campaigns of 1862, Union and
Confederate soldiers faced unfamiliar and harsh environmental conditions--strange
terrain, tainted water, swarms of flies and mosquitoes, interminable rain and snow
storms, and oppressive

A Nation Forged in War
Interweaving hundreds of interviews with excerpts from diaries, letters, and
memoirs, a narrative history of the American Civil War captures the story of the
conflict from the perspective of the African-American slaves who played a role,
documenting the carnage of the battlefield, assessment of the military leaders of
both sides, attitudes toward masters and liberators alike, and more.

Hallowed Ground
The globe's first true world war comes vividly to life in this "rich, cautionary tale"
(The New York Times Book Review) The French and Indian War -the North
American phase of a far larger conflagration, the Seven Years' War-remains one of
the most important, and yet misunderstood, episodes in American history. Fred
Anderson takes readers on a remarkable journey through the vast conflict that,
between 1755 and 1763, destroyed the French Empire in North America,
overturned the balance of power on two continents, undermined the ability of
Indian nations to determine their destinies, and lit the "long fuse" of the American
Revolution. Beautifully illustrated and recounted by an expert storyteller, The War
That Made America is required reading for anyone interested in the ways in which
war has shaped the history of America and its peoples.

Nature's Civil War
Sixteen months after the start of the American Civil War, the Federal government,
having vastly underestimated the length and manpower demands of the war,
began to recruit black soldiers. This revolutionary policy gave 180,000 free blacks
and former slaves the opportunity to prove themselves on the battlefield as part of
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the United States Colored Troops. By the end of the war, 37,000 in their ranks had
given their lives for the cause of freedom. In Forged in Battle, originally published
in 1990, award-winning historian Joseph T. Glatthaar re-creates the events that
gave these troops and their 7,000 white officers justifiable pride in their
contributions to the Union victory and hope of equality in the years to come.
Unfortunately, as Glatthaar poignantly demonstrates, memory of the United States
Colored Troops' heroic sacrifices soon faded behind the prejudice that would
plague the armed forces for another century.

Orcs
The New York Times bestseller, now available in paperback—an incredible true
story of the top-secret World War II town of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the young
women brought there unknowingly to help build the atomic bomb. “The best kind
of nonfiction: marvelously reported, fluidly written, and a remarkable storyAs
meticulous and brilliant as it is compulsively readable.” —Karen Abbott, author of
Sin in the Second City At the height of World War II, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was
home to 75,000 residents, and consumed more electricity than New York City, yet
it was shrouded in such secrecy that it did not appear on any map. Thousands of
civilians, many of them young women from small towns across the U.S., were
recruited to this secret city, enticed by the promise of solid wages and war-ending
work. What were they actually doing there? Very few knew. The purpose of this
mysterious government project was kept a secret from the outside world and from
the majority of the residents themselves. Some wondered why, despite the
constant work and round-the-clock activity in this makeshift town, did no tangible
product of any kind ever seem to leave its guarded gates? The women who kept
this town running would find out at the end of the war, when Oak Ridge’s secret
was revealed and changed the world forever. Drawing from the voices and
experiences of the women who lived and worked in Oak Ridge, The Girls of Atomic
City rescues a remarkable, forgotten chapter of World War II from obscurity. Denise
Kiernan captures the spirit of the times through these women: their pluck, their
desire to contribute, and their enduring courage. “A phenomenal story,” and
Publishers Weekly called it an “intimate and revealing glimpse into one of the most
important scientific developments in history.” “Kiernan has amassed a deep
reservoir of intimate details of what life was like for women living in the secret
cityRosie, it turns out, did much more than drive rivets.” —The Washington Post

Forged Through Fire: War, Peace, and the Democratic Bargain
Contradicts the myth of a unified Confederacy during the Civil War, recounting the
efforts of Newton Knight, the Jones County, Mississippi, farmer who organized his
community to fight against the Confederates.

Forged in War
The creative collaborations of engineers, artists, scientists, and curators over the
past fifty years. Artwork as opposed to experiment? Engineer versus artist? We
often see two different cultural realms separated by impervious walls. But some
fifty years ago, the borders between technology and art began to be breached. In
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this book, W. Patrick McCray shows how in this era, artists eagerly collaborated
with engineers and scientists to explore new technologies and create visually and
sonically compelling multimedia works. This art emerged from corporate
laboratories, artists' studios, publishing houses, art galleries, and university
campuses. Many of the biggest stars of the art world--Robert Rauschenberg,
Yvonne Rainer, Andy Warhol, Carolee Schneemann, and John Cage--participated,
but the technologists who contributed essential expertise and aesthetic input often
went unrecognized.

The Common Cause
History has not been kind to Jefferson Davis. His cause went down in disastrous
defeat and left the South impoverished for generations. If that cause had
succeeded, it would have torn the United States in two and preserved the
institution of slavery. Many Americans in Davis's own time and in later generations
considered him an incompetent leader, if not a traitor. Not so, argues James M.
McPherson. In Embattled Rebel, McPherson shows us that Davis might have been
on the wrong side of history, but it is too easy to diminish him because of his
cause's failure. In order to understand the Civil War and its outcome, it is essential
to give Davis his due as a military leader and as the president of an aspiring
Confederate nation. Davis did not make it easy on himself. His subordinates and
enemies alike considered him difficult, egotistical, and cold. He was gravely ill
throughout much of the war, often working from home and even from his sickbed.
Nonetheless, McPherson argues, Davis shaped and articulated the principal policy
of the Confederacy with clarity and force: the quest for independent nationhood.
Although he had not been a fire-breathing secessionist, once he committed himself
to a Confederate nation he never deviated from this goal. In a sense, Davis was the
last Confederate left standing in 1865. As president of the Confederacy, Davis
devoted most of his waking hours to military strategy and operations, along with
Commander Robert E. Lee, and delegated the economic and diplomatic functions
of strategy to his subordinates. Davis was present on several battlefields with Lee
and even took part in some tactical planning; indeed, their close relationship
stands as one of the great military-civilian partnerships in history. Most critical
appraisals of Davis emphasize his choices in and management of generals rather
than his strategies, but no other chief executive in American history exercised such
tenacious hands-on influence in the shaping of military strategy. And while he was
imprisoned for two years after the Confederacy's surrender awaiting a trial for
treason that never came, and lived for another twenty-four years, he never once
recanted the cause for which he had fought and lost.--Publisher.

Making Art Work
A spellbinding history of the epic rivalry that shaped our republic: Thomas
Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, and their competing visions for America.

The State of Jones
While Canadian soldiers fought and died in World War II, Canada itself was
changing. Ottawa was forced to turn to the United States for economic and
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strategic aid; women entered the work force; industry boomed; and old traditions
and loyalties were swept away.

Young Washington
Examines Canadian participation in the American Civil War, arguing that the
confederation of Canada occurred when it did because of the pressures of the war,
and shows how the political climate of the time unified Canada.

The Folly and the Glory
Although frequently overlooked between the American Revolution and the Civil
War, the War of 1812 tested a rising generation of American leaders; unified the
United States with a renewed sense of national purpose; and set the stage for
westward expansion from Mackinac Island to the Gulf of Mexico. USS Constitution,
"Old Ironsides," proved the mettle of the fledgling American navy; Oliver Hazard
Perry hoisted a flag boasting, "Don't Give Up the Ship"; and Andrew Jackson's
ragged force stood behind it's cotton bales at New Orleans and bested the pride of
British regulars. Here are the stories of commanding generals such as America's
double-dealing James Wilkinson, Great Britain's gallant Sir Isaac Brock, Canada's
heroine farm wife Laura Secord, and country doctor William Beanes, whose capture
set the stage for Francis Scott Key to write "The Star-Spangled Banner." During the
War of 1812, the United States cast off its cloak of colonial adolescence and -- with
both humiliating and glorious moments -- found the fire that was to forge a nation.
This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including
author interviews, recommended reading, and more.

The Girls of Atomic City
How it happened that technological prowess and national glory (or “radiance,”
which also means “radiation” in French) became synonymous in France as
nowhere else. In the aftermath of World War II, as France sought a distinctive role
for itself in the modern, postcolonial world, the nation and its leaders
enthusiastically embraced large technological projects in general and nuclear
power in particular. The Radiance of France asks how it happened that
technological prowess and national glory (or “radiance,” which also means
“radiation” in French) became synonymous in France as nowhere else. To answer
this question, Gabrielle Hecht has forged an innovative combination of technology
studies and cultural and political history in a book that, as Michel Callon writes in
the new foreword to this edition, “not only sheds new light on the role of
technology in the construction of national identities” but is also “a seminal
contribution to the history of contemporary France.” Proposing the concept of
technopolitical regime as a way to analyze the social, political, cultural, and
technological dynamics among engineering elites, unionized workers, and rural
communities, Hecht shows how the history of France's first generation of nuclear
reactors is also a history of the multiple meanings of nationalism, from the postwar
period (and France's desire for post-Vichy redemption) to 1969 and the adoption of
a “Frenchified” American design. This paperback edition of Hecht's groundbreaking
book includes both Callon's foreword and an afterword by the author in which she
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brings the story up to date, and reflects on such recent developments as the 2007
French presidential election, the promotion of nuclear power as the solution to
climate change, and France's aggressive exporting of nuclear technology.

The Rise of the G.I. Army, 1940-1941
A concise new history of the United States revealing that crises -- not unlike those
of the present day -- have determined our nation's course from the start In A
Nation Forged by Crisis, historian Jay Sexton contends that our national narrative is
not one of halting yet inevitable progress, but of repeated disruptions brought
about by shifts in the international system. Sexton shows that the American
Revolution was a consequence of the increasing integration of the British and
American economies; that a necessary precondition for the Civil War was the
absence, for the first time in decades, of foreign threats; and that we cannot
understand the New Deal without examining the role of European immigrants and
their offspring in transforming the Democratic Party. A necessary corrective to
conventional narratives of American history, A Nation Forged by Crisis argues that
we can only prepare for our unpredictable future by first acknowledging the
contingencies of our collective past.

The Radiance of France
A sweeping history of America's long and fateful military relationship with the
Philippines amid a century of Pacific warfare Ever since US troops occupied the
Philippines in 1898, generations of Filipinos have served in and alongside the US
armed forces. In Bound by War, historian Christopher Capozzola reveals this
forgotten history, showing how war and military service forged an enduring, yet
fraught, alliance between Americans and Filipinos. As the US military expanded in
Asia, American forces confronted their Pacific rivals from Philippine bases. And
from the colonial-era Philippine Scouts to post-9/11 contractors in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Filipinos were crucial partners in the exercise of US power. Their
service reshaped Philippine society and politics and brought thousands of Filipinos
to America. Telling the epic story of a century of conflict and migration, Bound by
War is a fresh, definitive portrait of this uneven partnership and the two nations it
transformed.

The War That Made America
Publisher Fact Sheet In this book an eyewitness to the breakup of Yugoslavia
provides the first full & impartial account of the rise, fall, & rebirth of Croatia from
its medieval origins to today's tentative peace. Marcus Tanner describes the
turbulence & drama of Croatia's past and--drawing on his own experience &
interviews with many of the leading figures in Croatia's conflict--explains its violent
history since Tito's death in 1980. This second edition updates the account &
follows Croatia's progress to democracy since the death of President Franjo
Tudjman.

A Nation Forged in Fire
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Much has been written about place and Civil War memory, but how do we
personally remember and commemorate this part of our collective past? How do
battlefields and other historic places help us understand our own history? What
kinds of places are worth remembering and why? In this collection of essays, some
of the most esteemed historians of the Civil War select a single meaningful place
related to the war and narrate its significance. Included here are meditations on a
wide assortment of places--Devil's Den at Gettysburg, Hollywood Cemetery in
Richmond, the statue of William T. Sherman in New York's Central Park, Burnside
Bridge at Antietam, the McLean House in Appomattox, and more. Paired with a
contemporary photograph commissioned specifically for this book, each essay
offers an unusual and accessible glimpse into how historians think about their
subjects. In addition to the editors, contributors include Edward L. Ayers, Stephen
Berry, William A. Blair, David W. Blight, Peter S. Carmichael, Frances M. Clarke,
Catherine Clinton, Stephen Cushman, Stephen D. Engle, Drew Gilpin Faust, Sarah
E. Gardner, Judith Giesberg, Lesley J. Gordon, A. Wilson Greene, Caroline E. Janney,
Jacqueline Jones, Ari Kelman, James Marten, Carol Reardon, Aaron Sheehan-Dean,
Brenda E. Stevenson, Elizabeth R. Varon, and Joan Waugh.
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